Emmy Noether was a pioneer, she did a lot with symmetry. George Birkhoff studied many topics, e.g., he liked ergodicity. Mary Cartwright spanned pure and applied, she helped pioneer systems dynamical. Serge Lang was quite prolific, he wouldn't suffer fools at all.
Uh-uh. Not Serge Lang.
Hilbert tried to make things simple, by enumerating 23 problems. Cauchy however was quite complex, studying elasticity and integrals. von Neumann fathered computation, though that isn't close to all he did. Turing was into algorithms, into culture his machine has slid.
Stokes liked math and physics, he produced fluid equations bona fide. Gödel wasn't quite complete, a major feat, I must confide. Möbius wrought a geometric strip, we no longer need orientation. Ito's interesting obsession was stochastic differential equations. 286
